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Abstract. This contribution addresses the consideration of time windows in the
optimization of multi-commodity network flows. For each node, one interval is spec-
ified in which the visitation is allowed. Applications in freight flow consolidation
let this problem become interesting. An optimization model is proposed and a con-
struction heuristic is presented. For improving the generated solutions, a genetic
algorithm framework including several hill climbing procedures for local optimiza-
tion, is configured.

1 Introduction

Multi-Commodity Network Flow Problems (MCBFP) are subject of a large
number of scientific investigations. They are often consulted if a least cost flow
of physical goods through a given transport network is searched. Typically,
the costs represent the consumption of resources like time, fuel or budgets.

In logistics, the transportation of goods is only one particular step in the
value creating process of a product. This step has to be synchronized with
previous and subsequent processing steps. Therefore, time windows are spec-
ified for each single transport task in order to ensure a temporal coordination
of the processing steps.

This article is about the optimization of time window-constrained flow of
goods. In Section 2 the problem is stated in detail. Section 3 describes the
used construction heuristic, Section 4 contains the description of a memetic
improvement algorithm. The results of several numerical experiments are
presented and discussed in Section 5.

2 Multi-Commodity Flow with Time Windows

A logistics service provider (LSP) is responsible for the reliable fulfillment
of N pickup and delivery requests. Each request ri expresses the need for
the movement of a commodity i with capacity ci. It has to be picked up
at location pi within the time window T picki and unloaded within the time

window T deliveryi at location qi. Since the LSP does not own any vehicles it
pays a forwarding company for the physical execution of the requests. The
minimization of the execution costs for the complete portfolio is required.
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Literature. MCNFPs are targeted in several contributions. Here, it is re-
ferred to the comprehensive article [1]. The most famous special case is the
shortest path problem [2].

Applications of MCNFP related to the optimization of the flow of goods
in a transport network are described in [3], termed Freight Optimization.

The consideration of time windows has been described only in the context
of the single-commodity shortest path problem [4].

Problem Statement. The set V := {p1, . . . , pN , q1, . . . , qN} of all involved
locations and the setA := V×V of arcs between pairs of the involved locations
lead to the graph G = (V ,A, γ, τ) representing the network available to fulfill
the transport demands. The function γ is defined on the set of arcs and
assigns the travel distance γij for processing from i to j to each arc (i, j) and
the time for traversing (i, j) is τij .

Each loading activity and each unloading activity is represented by a
triple a(o) := (o, tstarto , tendo ). At location o, the corresponding loading or
unloading activity takes place. It starts at time tstarto and is completed at
time tendo := tstarto + do where do refers to the dwell time associated with
o. The earliest allowed starting time of the operation associated with o is
denoted by tmino and the latest allowed finishing time is named by tmaxo .

The way of commodity i through the graph G originating from o1 := pi
and terminating in oNi := qi is determined in the origin/destination-path
(o/d-path) Pi := (a(o1), a(o2), . . . , a(oNi)) of commodity i.

Along an o/d-path for commodity i, the operations are scheduled recur-
sively starting from the earliest allowed execution time of the corresponding
pickup-operation a(o1). The following starting times for i = 1, . . . , Ni− 1 are
computed by tstartoi+1 = max{tminoi , tstartoi+1

+ τoi,oi+1} and the finishing times are

calculated by tendoi := tstartoi + doi .

The o/d-path Pi is feasible for commodity i if it satisfies the time window
conditions for its associated pickup operation a(pi) and its associated delivery
operation a(qi).

A fee F ij(c) has to be transferred to the cooperating forward company
for the movement of a commodity with a given capacity c along the arc (i, j).

Typically, F is degressive with respect to increasing capacity c, so that it
is more profitable to move one large commodity with capacity αc along (i, j)
than moving α commodities each with capacity c along this arc. Thus the
consolidation of several commodities associated with several requests that
are shipped along an arc (i, j) starting at time t into a shipment Sij(t) ⊆
{r1, . . . , rN} is profitable in certain cases. It leads to a reduced amount to be
paid as long as the saved amount of fees dominates the additional feeder and
distribution costs.

The overall sum of fees to be paid for realizing the feasible o/d-paths
P1, . . . ,PN is calculated as follows. At first, all shipments Sij(t) occurring
in P1, . . . ,PN are identified. Then, the capacities C(Sij(t)) of the shipments
Sij(t) are computed by summing up the capacities of the included com-
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modities. Next, the freight fees F ij(C(Sij(t))) to be paid for the execution
of Sij(t) are calculated. Finally, the overall sum of fees F (P1, . . . ,PN) to be
paid is computed by summing up the freight fees calculated for the particular
shipments.

It is aimed to determine a set of o/d-paths P1, . . . ,PN , so that (A1):
The o/d-path Pi of commodity i is feasible, (A2): If two or more paths are
consolidated into the shipment Sij(t) at location i then i is associated with
the pickup operation of a request rl and the commodity l is contained in
this shipment, (A3): If the shipment Sij(t) is resolved at location j then j
is associated with the delivery operation of a request rk and the associated
commodity is contained in Sij(t).

The set P1, . . . ,PN satisfying (A1)-(A3) is called an o/d-path-family. It
is aimed to generate a least cost o/d-path-family.

Test Cases. The construction of artificial pickup and delivery transport re-
quests is described in [5]. Following these proposals, instances are generated
for all six proposed problem classes with tight or relaxed time windows com-
bined with spatially scattered, semi-clustered or clustered locations.

The fee f ij(c) to be paid for the capacity c along the arc (i, j) is defined
as f ij(c) = γij for c > 0 and f ij(c) = 0 for c = 0.

3 Construction Heuristic

Originally, the used construction procedure has been proposed for the con-
struction of vehicle routes serving time window-constrained customer lo-
cations [6]. Three subsequent stages are controlled by a permutation σ =
(σ1, . . . , σN ) of the commodities.

Preprocessing. The relevant part of the time axis is partitioned into m
equidistant time slots S1, . . . , Sm. Each operation is sorted into the slot in
which its latest allowed execution time falls. For commodity i the expression
spi refers to its pickup slot (slot of the pickup operation) and sdi to the delivery
slot (slot of the delivery location).

An example with six commodities is used to support the presentation of
the following construction step. The control permutation σ = (2, 5, 4, 1, 6, 3)
is applied. The customer specified time windows lead to the following slot
assignments: sp1 = 2, sd1 = 3, sp2 = 3, sd2 = 4, sp3 = 2, sd3 = 5, sp4 = 2, sd4 = 4,
sp5 = 1, sd5 = 6, sp6 = 3 and sd6 = 6.

Path-Construction. Initially, an exclusive path Pi = (a(pi), a(qi)) is set
up for each commodity. These paths are modified in the following steps with
the goal of concatenating exclusive paths to more complex paths leading to
larger shipments.

Two paths Pk and Pl are called incompatible if and only if at least one
of the following two conditions is satisfied: (1) at least one operation ok in
Pk and one operation ol 6= ok in Pl fall into the same time slot or (2) all
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operations in one path fall in time slots larger than the slot of the final
operation of the other o/d-path.

In the case of satisfaction of (1), two different operations have to be sched-
uled approximately at the same time, which is assumed to lead to a time win-
dow constraint violation as soon as both are served in the same path. The
validity of condition (2) implicates, that one o/d-path cannot be started af-
ter the other on is terminated, so that no physical bundling of the associated
commodities is possible.

Two paths that are not incompatible are called compatible. Only two
compatible paths can be merged with the goal to generate larger shipments.

The available paths are checked successively for pairwise compatibility
with each other paths. As soon as two compatible paths are detected, they
are updated dynamically by absorbing the operations from the other path.

Let Pσk be the first so far unconsidered path in the order determined by
σ. It is checked successively whether Pσj is compatible with Pσk . If Pσk and
Pσj are compatible then Pσk is updated by inserting all operations from Pσj
that fall into slots s with spσk < s < sdσk and which are not included so far in
Pσk . The other path Pσl is updated in the same manner.

This update-strategy is demonstrated for the example introduced above.
The first path is P2. This path is compatible with P5, so that P5 is up-
dated to P5 := (a(p5), a(p2), a(q2), a(q5)) but P2 remains unchanged since
no operations fall in a time slot between a(p2) and a(q2). Next it is found,
that P4, P1 and P6 are incompatible with P2. Finally, the compatibility
of P3 with P2 is detected but again no additional operations can be in-
serted into P2. The next path to be combined with other paths is P5. It
is incompatible with P4, P1 and P6 but compatible P3 so that P5 is up-
dated to P5 := (a(p5), a(p3), a(p2), a(q2), a(q3), a(q5)) and P3 is updated
to P3 = (a(p3), a(p2), a(q2), a(q3)). Next, P4 is compared with P1 (incom-
patible), P6 (compatible, updating P4 := (a(p4), a(p6), a(q4)) and P6 :=
(a(p6), a(q4), a(q6))) and P3 (incompatible). The path P1 is incompatible with
P6 and, finally, P3 and P6 are incompatible.

Ensuring time window feasibility. The generated o/d-paths are succes-
sively checked for time window constraint violations. In doing so, two cases
are distinguished.

If path Pσk has been checked and if no violations have been detected, then
the path Pσk is confirmed. This means, the calculated arrival and departure
times at the associated locations visited in Pσk are propagated into the so
far unconsidered paths Pσk+1

, . . . ,PσN and can only be modified as long as
they fall into the associated time windows.

If a time window constraint violation is detected in path Pσk at a certain
location, then the associated pickup operation a(o1) and the correspond-
ing delivery operation a(o2) of this commodity are deleted in the paths
Pσk , . . . ,PσN and the o/d-path of this commodity is determined as the ex-
clusive o/d-path (a(o1), a(o2)). This o/d-path is confirmed immediately.
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4 Memetic Algorithm Path-Improvement

The memetic algorithm (MA) framework introduced in [7] is adapted for
evolving o/d-path-families towards the least costs-goal. An initial popula-
tion consisting of K different o/d-path-families is generated by calling the
construction heuristic, described in Section 3, K times. After each call, the
control permutation σ is re-determined randomly. Each existing population
is replaced according to the µ + λ-replacement strategy [8] by recombining
new sequences of intermediate stops between the pickup and delivery loca-
tion of each commodity. Mutation inserts a so far unconsidered operation
into randomly selected offspring paths.

The offspring o/d-path-families generated by mutation and crossover do
not comply with the conditions (A2) and (A3) in every case. Generally, it
exists a commodity i, so that the generated offspring path Pi contains a
pickup operation (delivery operation) of another commodity k and there is
no shipment in with both i and k are carried away from (brought to) the
associated location.

As a remedy, the o/d-paths in an o/d-path-family are modified and de-
tected deficiencies of the kind mentioned just above are corrected in a straight-
forward way. Therefore, the o/d-paths in an offspring are checked successively
according to the order σ. After potential violations of (A2) or (A3) are cor-
rected, the path is confirmed and cannot be modified anymore.

Let Pk = (a(ok1), . . . , a(okNk)) be an o/d-path. For two included opera-

tions a(oki ) and a(okj ) with (i ≤ j) the a(oki )-a(okj )-subpath of Pk is defined

as (a(oki ), a(oki+1), . . . , a(okj−1), a(okj ). An o/d-path S is called a subpath of
another o/d-path P if there exists operations a(o1) and a(o2) in P so that S
equals the a(o1)-a(o2)-subpath of P .

Let a(okj ) be an operation in Pk. The a(okj )-tail of Pk is defined as the

subpath (a(okj ), . . . , a(okNk )). Additionally, the a(okj )-beginning of Pk is given

by (a(ok1), . . . , a(okj )). Two paths Pj and Pk are called consistent if and only
if at least one of the following conditions is satisfied: (i) Pj and Pk do not
have any operations in common, (ii) Pj is a subpath of Pk or vice-versa, (iii)

the a(oj1)-tail of Pk equals the a(okNk)-beginning of Pj or (iv) the a(ok1)-tail

of Pj equals the a(ojNj )-beginning of Pk
In all other cases Pj and Pk are called inconsistent. An o/d-path-family

in which all included o/d-paths are pairwise consistent satisfy the conditions
(A2) and (A3).

The following scheme is used to check the pairwise consistency, to cor-
rect inconsistencies and to propagate the decisions into so far unconfirmed
o/d-paths. Initially, all o/d-paths in the considered o/d-path-family are un-
confirmed. Now let Pk be the first so far unconfirmed o/d-path according to
the order induced by σ.
First phase (consistency check): It is checked whether Pk is pairwise consis-
tent with all so far confirmed o/d-paths. If Pk and a confirmed o/d-path Pj
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are inconsistent then all error-causing operations are successively removed
from Pk together with the associated pickup or delivery operation (if in-
cluded). Finally, the modified Pk is confirmed. For all commodities i associ-
ated with a removed operation, the o/d-path Pi := (a(pi), a(qi)) is generated
and confirmed.
Second phase (subpath propagation): All subpaths of Pk are propagated into
the paths of the commodities associated with so far unconfirmed o/d-paths.
Consider successively all operations a(o) in Pk. Let c(a(o)) be the commodity
related to operation a(o). If Pc(a(o)) is unconfirmed so far then one of the
following three options is executed.

If Pk contains both operations belonging to c(a(o)) then Pc(a(o)) is set
to the a(pc(a(o)))-a(qc(a(o)))-subpath of Pk. If Pk contains only the pickup-
operation a(pc(a(o))) then the associated delivery operation a(qc(a(o))) is ap-
pended to the a(pc(a(o)))-tail of Pk and this extended tail becomes the new
o/d-path for commodity c(a(o)). If Pk contains only the delivery-operation
a(qc(a(o))) then the associated pickup operation a(pc(a(o))) is prefixed to the
a(qc(a(o)))-beginning of Pk and this extended beginning becomes the new
o/d-path for commodity c(a(o)).

The mode of operation of this procedure is demonstrated in the following
example. Parameterized with the sequence σ = (2, 5, 4, 1, 6, 3), the procedure
modifies the erroneous o/d-path-family P1 = (a(p1), a(q1), P2 = (a(p2),
a(q2)), P3 = (a(p3), a(p2), a(q2), a(q3)), P4 = (a(p4), a(p6), a(q4)), P5 =
(a(p5), a(p2), a(p3), a(q2), a(q4), a(q3), a(p1), a(q5)) and P6 = (a(p6), a(q4),
a(p3), a(q6)) into the o/d-path-family P1 = (a(p1), a(q5), a(q1), P2 = (a(p2),
a(q2)), P3 = (a(p3), a(q3)), P4 = (a(p4), a(p5), a(p2), a(q2), a(q4)), P5 =
(a(p5), a(p2), a(q2), a(q4), a(p1), a(q5)) and P6 = (a(p6), a(q4), a(q6)) which
is free of errors (see also Fig. 1).
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Fig. 1. Hill climbing repair of (A2) and (A3) constraint violations. In the figure
above, q2 has two predecessors and p2 has two successors. The hill climbing pro-
cedure is applied to this family, which is shown in the lower figure. It is free of
constraint violations.
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5 Computational Experiments

The proposed MA has been implemented and assessed for its suitability and
is applied in five independent runs to the instances of the six problem classes.
Algorithm Configuration. A population consisting of K=200 individuals
is evolved through 150 iterations so that overall 30000 o/d-path-families are
tested. The crossover frequency is set to 100% and the mutation frequency
is 90%. These intensities are very high but necessary, since the application
of the hill climbers refuses a large part of the proposed modifications. The
number of time slots is set to m = 5N .
Experiments. For each of the six problem classes three indicators are de-
rived from the observed results. At first, the percentages ε of exclusively
fulfilled requests, which are not contained in any bundle with at least one
other request commodity, are calculated. Secondly, the improvement over
the evolution stages is subsumed. Therefore, the improvement ι relative to
the best observed fitness in the initial population is calculated. At last, the
average deviation δ from the costs of the solution in which all requests are
served by own vehicles (the VRPTW-case) is calculated in order to answer
the question for which type of requests the freight consolidation-algorithm is
best suited.
Presentation and Discussion of Results. The achieved values are pre-
sented in Tab. 1. It is observed that tight time windows (R1, RC1, C1)
prevent the consolidation of a large fraction of requests. In almost half of the
requests, the associated commodities cannot be consolidated with others. In
case of relaxed time windows this quote ε varies between 12.2% and 26%.

The memetic search is able to find significantly better o/d-path-families
compared to the initially generated families.

R1 RC1 C1 R2 RC2 C2

ε 54.7% 58.5% 48.1% 12.2% 26.0% 26.0%
ι 30.4% 30.6% 62.0% 47.5% 46.6% 54.6%
δ 32.7% 39.6% 51.0% -30.7% 4.8% -60.6%

Table 1. Computational results achieved for the artificial test instances

The value of ι varies between 30.4% and 62.0% (with means the initially
observed costs can be reduced by 30.4% up to 62.0%). Finally, it can be
stated, that the overall algorithm performance is sufficient for the test cases
with tight instances. Here significant improvements between 32.7% and 51.0%
are achieved compared to the VRPTW-case. However, the performance for
the problems with relaxed time windows is disappointing. In the R2 and
in the C2-instances, the VRPTW-values are not reached. Since the observed
improvement is sufficient (with respect to the ι-values), the families produced
by the construction heuristic are of insufficient quality. It might be that the
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time window oriented consolidation is not effective enough. Additionally, the
scope of the problem should be extended and for each arcs, several different
fee functions (representing alternative LSPs) should be provided.

6 Conclusions and Outlook

The extension of MCNFP by time windows for visiting nodes in the under-
lying network has been addressed in this article. An adequate optimization
model has been proposed. Several specialized algorithms are composed to an
MA that has proven its general applicability to solve artificial test instances.
However, the proposed construction heuristic seems to be well suited only
for instances with tight time windows, so that other path construction ap-
proaches should be assessed.
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